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Michael Jordan and Spike Lee 



Why is Nike Nike? 

How is sports the brand DNA? How did it shape fashion?

Background 
Nike momentums *Contributor Claudia Massa 



innovative technology

high quality products

joy and celebration of sports

maximum performance

self empowerment

locally and regionally involved

globally responsible 

Core 
Associations



Background Momentums



Cave paintings show presence of sports, mainly as 
survival need



Ancient greeks base of modern sport

First Olympics 

776 BC



Pierre de Coubertin proposes first modern Olympic 

Games in 1896



As Olympics gained relevance, sport brands started to 
rise



64

founded by Phil Knight as main Onitsuka Tiger’s 
distributor in U.S.A



Blue Ribbon sports start also production 
of new running and track shoes and in the 

1971 
Phil Knight and Bill Bowerman 

co found 

                                Nike



Carolyn Davidson creates the 
swoosh



waffle technology created “by mistake” in 

the kitchen by Bill Bowerman. 1970



1972 one of the most famous Nike 
shoes: the moon shoe (now sold for 
437.500 $)



 Athlete endorsement: Steve 
Prefontaine first athlete



Air technology 1977 in partnership 
with aeronautical engineer Frank Rudy. 

First Air shoe - Nike Tailwind in 1987





Nike Advertising strate-
gy. Posters and manifestos: 

1988 just do it slogan



Michel Jordan (1984 his Nike 
shoe Air Ship was banned from nba)



Lebron James as main 
contemporary athlete



Collaborations: First ones already in 
early 2000. Commes des garçons 
1999 Nike zoom heaven / nike kukini 
2000



the 10th 
by Virgil 
Abloh



next steps on sustainability: space hippie. Made 
out of trash. Upcycling business model —> Nike 
Grind



house of innovation as the highest expression of
Nike retail.



New hyper local approach in Long Beach and 
Shibuya 2019 stores.



Watchings/ Listenings/ Readings

The Fenom Effect - 
Nike

Shoe Dog - 
Warren Bufett

Nike vs Adidas - Business Wars
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